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which once belonged to Claude Leblanc, Secretary of State
for the Department of War. Madame Necker chose Fridays
for her salon, so as not to compete with the Wednesdays of
Madame Geoifrin, the Thursdays of Madame Helv&ius, the
Tuesdays and Sundays of Baron Holbach.
Madame Necker's Fridays were particularly attended by
men of letters and philosophers; for somewhat more mondain
people she had a Tuesday salon, with a rather more intimate
character. Sometimes her evenings began with dinner, at
four o'clock, sometimes with supper, for selected guests; the
reception began after the meal. Madame Necker gave every
guest a warm welcome; her manner was almost too warm, in
contrast to M. Necker's, which was proud and somewhat cold.
In summer the salon was continued at the Chateau de Saint-
Ouen, on the banks of the Seine, just outside Paris. Madame
Necker would send her carriage to fetch her guests from town.
" The evening passed away in agreeable conversation under
the great trees on the te,rrace; and the guests who did not wish
to stay overnight were driven back to Paris."x
Count Haussonville, in his book on Le Salon de Madame
Necker, based on materials drawn from the archives of Coppet,2
gives a fragment of the conversation from the first Friday
dinner-party. The guests were Bernard, a minor poet; Suard,
a man of learning, member of the Academy; Thomas, an
" honest man of letters, without any genius "; the celebrated
Abbe Morellet; and Marmontel. Afterwards Madame Necker
jotted down her impressions of the conversation, which, as in
nearly all such renderings, was much more lively when it
occurred than it appears to be in the written notes:3
M. bernard. You look wonderfully well, madame; your com-
plexion is fresher than these flowers.
madame necker. Poets are full of gallantries—flatterers.
M. bernabb. Call them rather impressionable, sensitive.
1 Claude Haussonvflle, Le Salon de Mme Necker (1900), vol. i, pp. 125-126.
 *	The Swiss village inhere the Neckers found a refuge during the Revolu-
tion ; Necker purchased an estate there in 1784.
 *	Claude Haussonville, op. at., vol. i, p. 127.   I am indebted to Messrs
Cahnann-Le'vy, publishers, Paris, for permission to quote from this work.

